Primary spontaneous pneumothorax (PSP) is the most common respiratory disorder reported in young patients, with an annual incidence of 15.5–22.7/100,000, 3–5 times more frequent in males than in females (1).

Bullae and blebs, as only risk factors for the genesis of PSP, are demonstrated in about 20% of cases, while peripheral pleural porosity and obstruction with air trapping are supposed to be other pathogenetic mechanisms (2-4).

Till now and despite several studies and international guidelines, that often do not define surgical procedures explicitly, a significant heterogeneity can be found in the management of PSP by thoracic surgeons.

In their latest prospective experience on 73 patients affected by PSP, Dżeljilji and coworkers (5) showed how pleurectomy alone or combined with wedge resection is comparable in terms of safety and efficacy.

In group of wedge resection, a higher risk of recurrence was recorded (4 cases vs. 0). They performed wedge resection only in case of detection of blebs or air leak intraoperatively (stage III and IV of Vanderschueren’s classification), according to literature suggestion, and argued that the major recurrence recorded in bullectomy cohort reflected the worst conditions of the lung parenchyma in those patients. On the other hand, the authors believed that bullectomy alone does not decrease the rate of PSP recurrence, if not associated to pleurodesis, as already proved by other studies (6-11).

In 2019, the Italian pneumothorax working group, on behalf of the Italian society of Thoracic Surgeons (SICT), made a systematic review [according to the Systematic review and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) statement] with the aim of establishing the national recommendations for the diagnosis and treatment of PSP (1). Out of 231 papers identified, 25 studies were included in qualitative synthesis for driving conclusions. Video assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) was considered the most common and preferred approach; bullectomy was strongly suggested in case of Vanderschueren’s stage III and IV and in stage I might not be required. Surgical pleurodesis (pleural abrasion or pleurectomy) was recommended to limit recurrences (1).

In fact, several studies (8-11) showed how the risk of PSP recurrence can be higher after bullectomy, above all in young patients (age <20–23 years). The causes seem to be found in the increased risk of new blebs and bullae formation in the staple line (9), due to raise of tension during re-inflation, that leads to deformation of alveolar bronchioles near the stapler stitches (where the visceral pleura is weak), or to the volume (>1.5 g) of resected lung (8,9).

Other studies (8,10) investigated the relationship between neo-generation of bullae after bullectomy and age of patients. Young age (<20–23 years) seems associated with higher risk of neogenetic bullae, probably related to variation of pressure during growth of chest cavity and...
increase of tension forces on the apex of lung and previous staple line.

This is the reason why, as several authors (8,11-14) already stated, the additional pleurodesis (chemical or surgical) to bullectomy is strongly recommended. In fact, pleurodesis does not eliminate the formation of neogenetic bullae but inhibits their rupture, reducing the rate of postoperative recurrence.

The debate about the better method of pleurodesis is still ongoing.

Although a recent meta-analysis (14) confirmed the safety and superiority of chemical pleurodesis (with talc as the most used agent) in term of effectiveness [recurrence rate of PSP: 1.2% vs. 4% after mechanical one; pooled odds ratio (OR) =3.00; 95% confidence interval (CI), 1.59–5.67; P=0.0007; I^2=19%] and shorter hospital stay [pooled mean difference (MD) =0.42 days; 95% CI, 0.12–0.72; P=0.005; I^2=0%], some surgeons are still concerned about administering this inert material to young patients (1).

In our experience of more than 35 years at our Department of General Thoracic Surgery, the main and almost exclusive method used for pleurodesis associated to bullectomy for PSP is selective talc poudrage [with 1 g of medical, purified, graded (>25 µm) talc] on lung apex in VATS. We only switched from Triportal-VATS to the less invasive uniportal-VATS (15) as surgical approach, in 2016, but on pleurodesis issue we have always believed that talc poudrage is superior to mechanical pleurodesis or other sclerosant agents in terms of efficacy, less complications and lower hospital stay. In fact, in our series the risk of PNX recurrence after bullectomy and talc poudrage in VATS is less than 1.5% (in line with other studies in literature), the risk of re-operation for bleeding is null (compared to mechanical pleurodesis) and post-operative hospital stay is on average 4 days.

Furthermore, we prefer selective talc poudrage to pleurectomy because, above all in young people, the possibility of future lung surgery (for any reason, neoplastic or others) is reasonable and presumably it is less complicated and safer enter the pleural cavity after chemical pleurodesis (where the extrapleural way is still available) than after pleurectomy. Moreover, we don’t believe that the use of modern medical, purified (without asbestos) talc in pleural cavity could be implicated in carcinogenetic processes of the lung or the pleura, since there is no evidence in literature.

About that, in 2019, a systematic review by Baiu and coworkers (16) analyzed the role of talc in the scientific literature after the year 2000, focusing on its mechanism of action, efficacy and side effects compared to other sclerosant agents.

The authors (16) stated that the modern medical talc, produced after the 1970s, is safe because purified (asbestos-free) so concerns about the development of cancer in pleural space is currently unfounded. Furthermore, it is graded (that means that the mean particle size is large, between 25 and 50 µm) and there is no evidence of major side effects, like ARDS, when large particles are used [at the dosage of maximum 4–5 grams in a 70 Kg adult, in agreement with American Thoracic Society 2000 Consensus recommendations (17)], but only fever and chest pain like common reactions. Talc pleurodesis is more effective than pleurectomy or mechanical pleural abrasion, with recurrence rates of 0.4–1.8%. Although talc seems to be a safe, effective, accessible and inexpensive option, the authors reminded that other alternatives do exist, like silver nitrate, tetracycline (no longer available for pleurodesis in some countries, like in USA), bleomycin, iodopovidone, autologous blood etc., but they are not as well studied in terms of dosage and effectiveness.

Therefore, Baiu et al. (16) concluded that medical, purified, graded talc currently is the gold standard agent for pleurodesis.

On the other hand, in their interesting study, Dželiljić and coworkers (5) performed almost a complete removal of parietal pleura in all patients as pleurodesis method.

Authors’ surgical methods and results (5) confirmed the indications summarized by the review of the Italian Pneumothorax working group on the treatment of PSP (1), both for the bullectomy performed in case of Vanderschueren’s stage III and IV and for the type of surgical pleural symphysis employed.

However, evaluating risks (like postoperative bleeding) and benefits of the procedure, the authors also wondered about the better method for pleuro-pulmonary symphysis.

We highly agree with them in claiming the necessity of new researches and randomized trials to accurately assess the efficacy of the available methods and better investigate factors correlated with the effectiveness of the surgical treatments of PSP.
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